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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

New Soloy LED Landing Light Kit Enhances Visibility & Safety for Cessna 206 Aircraft

Olympia, WA – Soloy Aviation Solutions has engineered and received STC approval for a LED based aircraft lighting kit for the Cessna 206G and 206H model aircraft.

The kit installs a second light source on the leading wedge of the right wing to complement the factory installed left wing taxi and landing lights. The kit further converts both sides to LED illumination, creating significant visibility improvement in taxi and landing environments and is compatible with the 50 gallon fuel tanks from Sierra Industries.

Additionally, Soloy’s new kit includes pulse light capability pulsing the landing light between the two wings. This pulse feature will greatly enhance recognition and visibility from other aircraft in high traffic environments.

Each wing will retain its two light bulb configuration. The taxi light uses a diffused lens to cast wider light during taxi operations while the landing light projects a much narrower but far more penetrating beam than the current landing light bulb.

The Sunspot 36HX lights used are from AeroLED and deliver 1000+ lumens at 45W which is comparable to a 100W halogen but at half the required power needed. The LED bulbs are rated for 50,000 hours of operation.

Pricing for the new kit is $6,700.00 and Soloy anticipates first deliveries in April 2013.

Soloy Aviation Solutions

Soloy Aviation Solutions is a Washington State based company specializing in fixed and rotary wing aircraft power and performance improvements as well as contract engineering and aviation parts manufacturing for over 40 years.

For more information, contact Soloy Aviation Solutions at (360) 754-7000 or visit Soloy Aviation Solutions online at www.soloy.com
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